
The intention of the author of this diploma thesis
is to acquaint its readers with the theatre
productions in German speaking countries by the
foremost Czech theatre director Alfred Radok (1914–
1976). They date back to the period of the 1960s and
1970s. So far only minimum attention has been paid to
them in the Czech environment.
The productions include: A. P. Čechov – A. a. M.
Radoks: The Swedish Match in the Theater in der
Josefstadt (Vienna, 1965); M. Gorkij: The Last Ones
in the Müncher Kammerspiele (Munich, 1965); F. G.
Lorca: The House of Bernarda Alba in the Schiller
Theater, Schlosspark Theater (West Berlin, 1966) and
H. Böll – A. a. M. Radoks: The Clown in the
Schauspielhaus Düsseldorf (Düsseldorf, 1970).
All the above productions, with the exception of
The Clown, were staged by Radok in the Czech (Prague)
and in the German speaking environment.
In the centre of the present thesis is Radok’s
dramatisation and Düsseldorf production of The Clown.
In addition to the partial reconstruction of The
Clown, in which Radok again used his typical
combination of film projection and live performance
(he used the same procedure in The Last Ones on the
stage in Munich); this thesis gives a brief comparison
of The Clown, as dramatised by the Radoks, and the
original novel by Heinrich Böll, and also other
theatre and film productions in other parts of Europe.
The chapters devoted to the other theatre
productions by Radok in the German speaking
environment are for the most part based on theatre
reviews. Nearly all the available existing information
on The Clown and Radok’s other productions in the
German speaking environment was only in the German
language. Most of the material we have drawn from is
stored in the Theatre Department of the National
Museum in Prague. Czech translations of some of these
documents are included in the appendix to this thesis
and so are the photographs referring to the above
performances. 


